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Newsletter 2230

GM’s Note:
Over 40 hashers and 2 guests (Sue & Keith) turned up for Harriet’s Dewali Run at PermaiShoplot. Since it
was a celebration run, it was very considerate of the coheres to set a short to medium run and Many Thanks
to all the sponsor;s for the excellent foods and subsidize beer prices……..
Have you Bought YOUR TICKETS to the Joint Hash Event YET???? There WON’T be any tickets for sale
at the DOOR on the day of the Event. Grab it Now or Regret it for the rest of your life!!!!!!!

Burst

BURST ON DEEPAWALI RUN ON 30-10-14, at Shoplots, Permai.

It was not a hot evening when I arrive the runsite at about 5.30pm. The clouds over the sky had dampned
the heat. Every one who were present after kitting-up their hash attire and with their tongkats were seen
looking forward for a well deserved Deepawali run, food and free beers if any.
Circle was called, after the usual announcements by the GM, the Diwali run hare briefed that the was
Medium and showed the way up the road towards Alila Aparts.
The track up was clear before but now it has been overgrown with bushes on the left and right. From there
the papers were found along the edge of the red earth clearing for another new housing development
beside the Alila Aparts. Half way up into the jungle and skirted towards left, crossed a creek and on-up to
the ridge. It was a short on-up to the top of this ridge that looked familiar as we had been passing this
area before and could guess where the paper should lead us towards right to Halia.
The papers went downwards until I could see the yellow roofing of the Chinese temple and the Goddess of
Mercy statue standing. It was a surprise to realize how far we had come to reach this area behind this
Temple. And further another surprise as the papers went left skirting, Keeith was following me behind.
I thought it is going to be a short run as the skirting towards the left means to the Permai Gardens.
Yes, it was true but not the easy way along the old paths which I used to follow during my 35 years of
Hashing, whenever the run started from the run-site called “Satay Corner”.
The exciting part of the run was the crossing of the gullys and skirting round the hill towards Permai.
At one point I was on a ridge and I could have turn right that leads to the main road where I could hear
motor-bikes. BUT the papers went down the gully crossing many many fallen huge trees, thick floras,
Criss cross jumping over boulders and reached the bottom of the gully to see some water flowing through.
Luckily I did not see any anaconda. I slowed down for Keeth to keep up closer to me.
We crossed another gully and another shallow gully of the similar nature before we reached the wall
fencing of A Permai house. The wall either end was covered with thick floras and was unable to penetrate.
We had to turn back to the hill and skirt further to reach the clearing behind the Police Container Box.
We were back to the run site having taken one hour.
At the run-site there was the spread of varieties of food. Murukku was passed around and the beer was
sold at $5.00 each, which means $2.- was subsidized by the host.

By this time there was a bigger crowd of about 40 as some of them were from the dinner club, the food
was ready to be served and everyone were lining-up.
The food was yummy, beers were very cheap then came the wishes “Happy Deepawali brother Hashers”.
The activities that happened thereafter, pls refer to the newsletter on “the circle”
ON ON Kali

On On’s

First the guests (Mike, Sex and sausages and Keith) were welcomed
with our usual song

Next Sperm Whale was awarded a mug for 200 runs (turning up 200
times for dinner!)

Sex and sausages and Keith were then iced for buying both ball tickets
and donating Rm 200. Many thanks.

Huge was next on the ice throne. He had maintained a very slow pace
and a gang of lovely, caring hashers had patiently waited for him.
However the moment he spotted the road he left them high and dry. It
was much faster along the road than battling the vines, thorns and
hazards in the dark.

Mini Sausage was then called in. he has turned from a front running
bulldozer to someone who turns up for F&B. (NB Mini wears a hearing
aid so please do not put water on his head. Such devices are expensive
and not waterproof)

G-man was next on ice. It was noted that G-string was missing and
hence he was very noisy.

When charges from the floor was called Goodyear stepped forward
and charged Tiny for smoking in the circle.G-man stepped forward next
and charged Tiny for coming in an appropriate Halloween T-shirt.

He then charged Mini Sausage for losing his temper on the golf course

It being time to grease the amah, Hair Do was called in and thanked for
her beer serving.

Finally the Deepavali Team were called in. It was deemed a good run,
the food was delicious and the cheap rate for beer wondrous. Well
done guys. A great Thursday evening

The hare

Thanks to All the Indian friends for a good food and run...good night
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Beverly Hill

Birthday Baby of The Month

1)12th Nov Gracie
2) 15th Nov Goodyear
3)15th Nov Philip Thomas
4)18th Tiny
5)20th Lyna Morgan
6)23rd Johnny Lee
7)26th Long Hair
8)26th Sai Seng
9)27th Ai Lee

Happy Birthday to you

Don’t forget to come for the annual hash ball!
Tickets are only RM100!
Get it from any of our committee members
before they are all sold out! 

December 2014
4th Penang Rainforest Hash Challenge
13th December 2014-06-08
Organizing Chapter : Penang Hash House Harriers & Harriets
[PH4]
Registration Fee : Malaysian hashers – RM100.00
:Overseas Hashers - USD50.00
After 13th November 2014 Registration Fees will be RM120.00
.Goodies not Guaranteed
Person to contact : Our Vgm Beauty Queen / On sex : Camel toe

November 2014
O2O Kedah Tengah 4H 7th Anniversary ‘Gatai Run’Celebration
Early Bird Registration :
RM60.00 p/pax (not later than 30th June &
limited to 300 pax only (whichever comes first
RM80.00 p/pax ( 1st July ~ 15th October )
RM100.00 ( 16th October onwards – freebies not guaranteed) Please contact
the following should you have any enquiries:

OC:

Tei Poey Eong

0124946503

Rough Rider

GM:

Chin Ah Lek

0174866398

Big Sound

On Sec Annie Lee

0124142622

Any Cawan

Inter On Sec Lim Swee Aun

0165260399

Highwayman

March 2015
14th March
FTAC 15th Anniversary Run –Beach Party
Registration:Early Bird before 30th September 2014 RM80
After 30th September 2014 RM100

Closing Date 31st December 2014
Please let the On sex (Camel Toe) know if you want to
join.

By taking part in a Hash House Harriets Penang run or event, you agree not to hold the
organisers or any affiliated individual responsible for any injury or mishap that mhappen
to you

